
Jamie and Firefly vs Asgoth 
 
In the kingdom of Arcadia, everyone lives in fear of Asgoth the terrible. All 

except for Jamie. For Jamie has a secret weapon, Firefly the dragon. If Jamie is 
brave enough to defeat the great wizard, the land of Arcadia could be free once 
more. 

 
On the eve of the massive battle, Jamie was preparing himself to defeat Asgoth. 

Jamie was a brave, young boy who lived with his dad in the kingdom of Arcadia. 
Asgoth was an evil wizard who treated the people badly, stole lots of stuff and 
killed many innocent villagers. Jamie was confident he could defeat Asgoth as he 
had a secret weapon called Firefly, Jamie's pet dragon whom he had saved from a 
fallen nest. Jamie's eyes had lit up when his dad had said he could keep the egg 
that contained Firefly. 

 
One cold winter evening, Jamie and his dad were woken by the sound of the 

door splintering into millions of pieces. By the time Jamie and his dad, Andrew, 
were standing, Asgoth had appeared in the shattered doorway. Asgoth growled in 
a deep, gruff voice, raised his hands and then released a massive spell. It raised the 
house and made the house turn into dust. Jamie was yelling for Firefly to make 
sure his friend and pet were safe from the evil Asgoth. As Asgoth approached, he 
was loudly threatening to destroy Andrew and Jamie. 

 
As Jamie was calling out for his pet in the total darkness, he heard the familiar 

beat of his dragon’s wings, and Jamie smiled. He was truly amazed to see the 
huge glowing fireballs appearing from the darkness. They came from every angle, 
painfully striking Asgoth in the face and body. 

 
Asgoth was so startled by the pain he felt and groaned loudly as the dragon’s fire 

took away his evil powers.  
 
In desperation, Asgoth quickly drank a potion that helped him resist the little 

dragon’s fireballs. Once he finished drinking the gas-like liquid his strength began 
to return. He was able to focus once again on destroying Jamie and Andrew. 

 
To everyone’s surprise, Asgoth suddenly disappeared as Firefly’s fireballs grew 

stronger and more intense. Asgoth had used his spell of invisibility and teleported 
to a position behind the cheery and excited crowd of watching villagers.  

 
Asgoth then made himself visible causing all the onlooking villagers to run to 

the safety of their homes. The little dragon was so exhausted he was lying on the 
ground to catch his breath.  



Asgoth took this opportunity to remove his wand and approached Jamie.  
 
However, Jamie also had magical spells that he had been training to use, but he 

had not developed the control of his old wizard grandfather who had taught him. 
 
   It had become a battle of wands, spells and good versus evil. Asgoth released an 
almighty spell that made the earth around Jamie shatter and attempt to swallow them 
whole.  
 
   Jamie retaliated with a spell of levitation and fired back a spell that shocked and 
stumbled Asgoth. Jamie was slow to remember the spells that he had just learnt and 
his power control was all over the place. 
 
   They battled for a few hours, trading many fierce spells at each other and each had 
taken many severe blows. Jamie's power was starting to weaken and Asgoth began to 
take control.  
 
   Jamie began to doubt he could defeat the evil within Asgoth, until he heard the beat 
of the little dragon’s wings once more. Jamie crouched to the ground and summoned 
all of his remaining strength for his final assault. He fired his last spell with all the 
power he could but wasn’t sure it would reach Asgoth. The little dragon sensed his 
struggle and fired the most powerful flame he could towards Asgoth. The fire struck 
Asgoth just as Jamie's spell also hit. Their combined efforts had multiplied the force 
to infinity causing Asgoth to turn into ash and vapour.  
 
   Jamie and his secret weapon had succeeded. Together they had freed Arcadia from 
evil. 
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